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Start with a good fitting bodice

 Be sure to have a good fitting bodice before you begin

 If the bodice doesn’t fit well adding a sleeve will just dig a deeper ditch

 The armhole should not be lower than 1 inch below the bottom of your arm

 Too low of an armhole limits arm movement

 You can "tissue fit" your bodice to help identify needed alterations

 I suggest making a muslin after identifying alterations from the tissue fitting



Make a sleeve width adjustment first

 After you have a good fitting bodice, it's time to determine your bicep 

width measurement

 Measure your bicep by bending your elbow and making a fist

 Add 2 inches for ease

 Write down this measurement



Sleeve width adjustment – slash & 

spread method
 Starting at the shoulder seam line, 

draw a vertical line from the top 

seam line to bottom stopping at 

the hem line

 Draw a horizontal line from the left 

to right seam line, but not through 

the seam lines

 Cut on these lines

 Create hinges by snipping in the 

seam allowance towards each 
seam line, but not through the 

seam lines

 Spread the pattern towards the 

outer edges until the width is the 

measurement you wrote down



Changes to sleeve shape

Original sleeve After slash and spread



What changed when widening the sleeve?

 The sleeve cap was shortened by 

1.5 inches

 This will cause the sleeve to pull 

up because part of the cap is 

missing

 This will cause the sleeve to not 

hang properly - it will hang away 

from the body instead of hanging 

straight



Effects of slashing and spreading on 

the sleeve cap
Sleeve swings away from 
the body

Line is not parallel to the floor; 
the sleeve pulls up



If slash and spread doesn't provide 

enough upper arm width
 If you need more width than the 

slash and spread method provides, 
use vertical cut lines

 Measure the distance from your 
shoulder to the widest part of your 
arm. Draw a horizontal line on the 
pattern at this location (e.g. if the 
widest part of the arm is 6 inches 
from the shoulder, draw the line 6 
inches down)

 Cut and spread the pattern the 
needed amount (½ " can be 
added to each side of the 
underarm seam)

 Redraw the new side seams ending 
at the original hem line (true up the 
edges)

 The longer length of the sleeve cap 
seam line will be addressed on the 
slide Creating a Two-Piece Sleeve



Sleeve cap height restoration

 Enlarging the sleeve by the cut-
and-spread method shortens the 
sleeve cap height

 You must add back in the sleeve 
cap height if your sleeve doesn't 
hang straight

 If you don't need as much width 
in the high upper arm space, you 
can move the top two hinged 
pieces closer together to restore 
some of the cap height

 Place the original pattern piece 
under the new spread sleeve and 
re-draw the original sleeve 
cap line



Horizontal balance line after cap height added

Cap height allows sleeve to 
hang instead of pull up

Sleeve hangs close to the 
body



Use a "horizontal balance line" 

on your muslin

 A horizontal balance line serves as 
a visual aid to ensure your sleeve 
is remaining properly position in 
your garment

 A horizontal balance line will help 
you to easily see the effect of 
changes you made or need to 
make

 The line is drawn 5/8 of an inch 
down from the cut edge of the 
sleeve cap—it is perpendicular to 
the grainline

 Draw this horizontal line on your 
muslin sleeve before sewing the 
sleeve into the bodice



The sleeve cap seam length is longer 

with either widening method
 Whether you use the slash and 

spread method Or cut vertical 
lines to achieve the needed 
width, your sleeve seam lines are 
now longer than the original 
pattern piece

 This may cause easing problems 
when sewing the sleeve into the 
garment

 If there is too much ease to ease 
in, you can solve the problem by 
creating a two-piece sleeve and 
using a dart



Creating a two-piece sleeve

Cut on the line

 Draw a vertical line the length of 

the sleeve starting at the shoulder 

seam mark to the bottom of the 

pattern

 Cut on this line and add a seam 

allowance to both new edges to 

retain the original sleeve width

 (For the next step, let’s assume 

you added ½ inch to each side as 
the seam allowance)

Add seam allowance



Create the dart

 Determine how much excess 
ease needs to be removed

 Let’s say a total of 1 inch needs to 
be removed: measure the 1 inch 
starting at the shoulder seam line, 
not the cut edge of the fabric—
you will mark at 1 inch on each 
side because ½ inch is part of the 
seam allowance

 Draw the dart ending 
approximately 4 inches down

 Baste the dart closed and try on 
the garment to ensure the dart 
ends invisibly in the sleeve (no 
bump)



Setting in the sleeve – double row of basting

 Set in the sleeve using two rows of 

basting

 Stitch first row of basting ½ inch 

from the cut edge of the sleeve

 Stitch second row of basting at ¾ 

inch from the cut edge

 Gather both rows of stitching by 

pulling the bobbin thread

 Pin the sleeve in place and stitch 

a 5/8 inch seam allowance

 Remove basting when complete

Don't do this! (example of two-piece

sleeve darting found on the internet)



Information on horizontal balance lines was obtained from 

the October, 2020 ASG National presentation by Sarah 
Veblen. More information can be found in her book, The 

Complete Photo Guide to Perfect Fitting, available at 
https://sarahveblen.com and other internet locations.

https://sarahveblen.com

